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Information as of 3/31/20

COVID-19 VIRUS CONTINUES TO SPREAD

~ 8K

Number of
confirmed cases
as of March 31,
for select
countries

~ 400K1

~ 140K

~ 81,5K

• First reported in Wuhan, China, on December 31, 2019

As of March 31st, 2020:

• Declared a global pandemic by the World Heath Organization
on March 11, 2020

• >800K cases reported in 179 countries and territories
• ~39K reported deaths

1. Countries included: All Countries in “European Region” Sub-region in WHO Situation Report
Source: Map from CDC (link), Numbers from John Hopkins University & Medicine (link)
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SIGNIFICANT DROP IN ECONOMIC ACTIVITY (-20-30%) SHOULD BE ANTICIPATED,
WITH MUCH UNCERTAINTY ON RECOVERY SPEED AND NEW BASELINE
A significant activity drop is very likely
• Just after the health crisis, the economic crisis arrives
• China is likely to recover pretty quickly but the EU and
US will most likely suffer for a while
• Manufacturing industries will probably face a 20-30%
drop in demand in 2020, potentially lasting until
2021
• Much uncertainty remains, and organizations must
prepare for different scenarios
– Back to normal with a 6 month delay
– New base at -30%
– Others circumstances

Example: global Economic Crisis impact on North
America and Western Europe car sales (2007-15)
Annual light vehicle sales, in units, indexed on 2006 annual rate
Early precursors
starting in Q1
20071 and peak in
Q4 20082

North America

Europe

Combined banking
and debt crisis

• R&D and engineering organizations must adapt
accordingly

Source: LMC Automotive, Light vehicle sales, Oliver Wyman analysis
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COVID-19’S IMPACT ON R&D AND ENGINEERING IS LESS VISIBLE THAN OTHERS, YET
HIGHLY DANGEROUS IN THE MEDIUM-TERM

COVID-19’s visible impact on Product Development…
• Reduced engineering capacity
Severe restriction on engineering capacity, due to
sickness, non-essential design offices shut down, and
enforced work from home

• Efficiency losses
Severe drop of engineering efficiency due to
limitations in collaboration modes (e.g., across
functions or with external partners) and distractions
• Inadequate processes
Typical waterfall processes can hardly be adapted
to changing situations – low buffers, distributed
responsibilities, incoming delays
• Inadequate tools environment and network
Connectivity and secured access not necessarily
adapted to work from home on an extended period
• Engineering supply chain disruptions
Potential delays due to missing physical parts and
materials (e.g., pre-series, prototypes) or lock-down in
offshored competence centers
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… with “hidden” impact on the mid- to long-term
Leaders’ attention is mainly on:
• Employees’ safety
• Production shut down and restart

• Research and product development
lack top management attention,
engineering “crisis management” is
not proactively managed
• Future market and customer
demand is unclear, priorities across
projects are not set
• Delays in new product launches are
already inevitable, which will lead
to heavy profit losses
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PRIORITY FOR R&D AND ENGINEERING IS TO REDUCE COSTS AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE
WITHOUT ENDANGERING CRITICAL PROGRAMS AND LOSING IMPORTANT SKILLS
Three main levers

01

02

03

Reprioritization of
programs portfolio

Resources
reallocation

Agility
enhancement
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PROGRAMS PORTFOLIO MUST BE RE-PRIORITIZED TO REFLECT THE
DEMAND DROP
Programs prioritization

01 02 03

Expected R&D and Engineering activity

• First thing to do is to review the programs
portfolio and make drastic re-prioritizations
based on likely demand forecast

~- 30%
R&D

• Stop or end projects, pause others, and
continue the most critical ones
• Expect about -30% resources need in a worse
case scenario

R&D
Dev
Dev

Pre-crisis
programs
backlog
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Reforecast/
best case
scenario

Reforecast/
worse case
scenario
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RESOURCES MUST BE REALLOCATED WHERE IT ADDS THE MOST VALUE

Workload forecast
(demand view)

01 02 03

Reallocation to optimize available workforce utilization
(supply view)

-30%
R&D

R&D
Dev
Dev

Pre-crisis
programs
backlog

Reforecast

Min.
resources
needed

Internalize
external
resources

Reinforce
teams on
critical
programs

Leverage
Asia

Increase
R&D

VALUE CREATION:

External contractors
spend reduction
Secure the delivery of these programs, limit
risks of delays or cost overruns

Staff EU/US resources on Asia programs (earlier restart) or
leverage Asia resources to accelerate EU/US programs
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Accelerate R&D
with remaining
resources
(prepare for the
future)

Adjust
Outsource Current
workforce to external workforce
provider

Turn fixed to
variable cost

Reduce labor cost where
feasible (social, cost, skills)
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01 02 03

AGILITY MUST BE ENHANCED TO ADDRESS THE
UNCERTAINTY THAT WILL REMAIN FOR A WHILE

• Reinforce the workforce planning process
Reallocate resources more frequently and more quickly than usual

• Increase connections between teams
Such a crisis is a unique opportunity to break siloes, bypass unnecessary
layers, and simplify the chain of command, with less change resistance
than usual. It will pave the way for a simpler organization after the crisis

• Give purpose
Researchers and engineers are passionate and incredibly efficient in
program crises; this situation is an excellent opportunity to mobilize
engineers forces to overcome it; the organization will become stronger
afterward
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CHECKLIST TO MINIMIZE IMPACTS OF COVID-19 ON R&D AND ENGINEERING

Illustrative
Timeline

01

Week 0

Manage crisis

• Ensure employee safety and stabilize
employee morale. Shift to digital and
remote “work from home” model
• Plan communication and support
for partners (including internal and
external customers)
• Set up a crisis management task force
– Ensure transparency on input risks
(e.g., suppliers, tools, components,
industrialization, assets) and output
impacts (e.g., expected delays,
programs)
– Define, track and implement
measures to mitigate the impact on
timelines, profitability, and cash
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Week 2

02

Prepare re-launch

Week 5

03

Prepare for H2

• Monitor small signals and forecast
• Plan for COVID-19 extra costs
lifting of restrictions day-to-day (e.g.,
and cash impacts
clients, countries, capacities, suppliers)
– Full cost of SOP delays
• Provide high-level scenarios and
(including potential penalties)
alternative solutions, align with other
– Cost of mitigation measures
functions and leadership to make
• Identify and accelerate cost reduction and
strategic decisions
resilience levers
• Prioritize strategic work packages and
– Deploy task force capabilities
allocate resources for re-start, including:
– Increase flexibility of the workforce
– Reallocating responsibilities
– Reduce “cluster risk“ (e.g., indispensable
(including best cost countries
teams in global deployment, dependency
opportunities)
on business travel)
– Parallelizing processes
– Build up backup capacity with external
– Living with compromises (e.g.,
partners and in best cost countries
in functionality deployment
– Eliminate structural inefficiencies (e.g.,
and product variance at SOP)
overhead, organization and governance,
etc.)
– Accelerate digitization
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INTRODUCTION: OLIVER WYMAN COVID-19 HUB
Read our latest insights about covid-19 and its global impact online

Oliver Wyman and our parent company
Marsh & McLennan (MMC) have been
monitoring the latest events and are putting
forth our perspectives to support our clients
and the industries they serve around the world.
Our dedicated COVID-19 digital destination will
be updated daily as the situation evolves.
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Visit our dedicated COVID-19 website
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Oliver Wyman does not accept any liability to any third party.
Information furnished by others, upon which all or portions of this report are based, is believed to be reliable but has not been independently verified, unless otherwise
expressly indicated. Public information and industry and statistical data are from sources we deem to be reliable; however, we make no representation as to the
accuracy or completeness of such information. The findings contained in this report may contain predictions based on current data and historical trends. Any such
predictions are subject to inherent risks and uncertainties. Oliver Wyman accepts no responsibility for actual results or future events.
The opinions expressed in this report are valid only for the purpose stated herein and as of the date of this report. No obligation is assumed to revise this report to
reflect changes, events or conditions, which occur subsequent to the date hereof.
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does not represent investment advice nor does it provide an opinion regarding the fairness of any transaction to any and all parties.

